
Website editing. For everyone.

Change text and insert pictures. Link pages and documents. Add, copy and 
move pages. Multilingual website support. Total independence, no technical 
know-how necessary. Naturally, everything will be in the correct style. 
Creates Sites makes online website management a breeze.

The clear, logical interface was not left to chance. We have paid careful 
attention to the features that are used most often. All pages are systematically 
presented in a clear overview. The right page is found in seconds. Select. And 
you can modify the page straight away. No excessive features or buttons, 
and no complicated code. In short: no mess, no fuss.

Create sites with ease. Create Sites.



Features

Use Create Sites for effortless online website editing and management. 
Take care of up-to-date, well written content. Select appropriate images. 
Together with the features of Create Sites clear, effective, up-to-date 
websites become a reality.

Create Sites assists in making websites better to find in Google and other 
search engines.

Create new web pages

Make a new page in two easy steps. First select it’s location in the website 
hierarchy. Then insert text, images and links. It’s even easier to copy an 
existing page and edit it where necessary. All pages can easily be moved or 
sorted. Pages can also be made temporarily unavailable, or only excluded 
from the site navigation. Publish pages later or for a particular time period is 
also possible.

Alter pages with ease

It’s very ease to modify or insert text, images and links in existing pages. Select 
the page in the website overview or the overview of recently changed pages 
and start editing right away. Changes can be seen instantly. Save, and the 
modifications are viewable online straight away.

Create and edit links to other pages within the website, in the same page, 
to an email address or to any other location on the web. Or give visitors the 
option of viewing and downloading documents. 

Always select the right image using the thumbnails overview. New images 
and documents can be uploaded straight away. Uploading multiple images 
and resizing or cropping of images are some of the many new features.
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Clear navigation and hierarchy changes

A clear overview of the website hierarchy is always available on the left. 
With the blink of an eye it becomes clear which pages are hidden or are 
temporarily excluded from the website navigation.

The location of a page in the website hierarchy can be changed by dragging 
it up or down. Excluding a page from the website navigation is done with a 
simple click. Hiding a page that is still under construction or shouldn’t be 
displayed yet is done with the same ease. And pages, which aren’t needed 
anymore, can be deleted. 

Multilangual website support

These days websites are available in several languages. Also this is possible 
with Create Sites. Even using two different methods.

When an exact replica is used for all the languages, Create Sites manages 
the same website structure for each language. A new page is created 
straight away in each language. Only the translated text must then still be 
added.

The other method is for websites that have different content per language. 
These pages are also not dependent on each other, and are subsequently 
also managed appropriately by Create Sites. 

And had we already mentioned that Create Sites can also be used in 
multiple languages?

Secure multi-user support

Different kinds of users can have their own access rights. The chief editor has 
more editing possibilities than an editor. And the administrator can add or 
block users.

An unlimited number of users can manage the same website. Each user can 
login securely using his or her own username and password. This means that 
pages are not accessible without the right permission. A safe idea.
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No HTML know-how required

Naturally, absolutely no HTML know-how or any other programming 
knowledge is necessary to work with Create Sites. Others readily advertise 
that their HTML-editors work just like Microsoft Word. To us however this seems 
an obvious requirement.

HTML = Code needed to show web pages.

Modules add extra functionality

Protect pages and documents? Make tens or even hundreds of documents 
well organised available? Regularly want to post news or calendar items? 
Want them to automatically appear on the homepage and in an archive? 
Or create a kind of portfolio or catalogue with several photos per project or 
product? Or allow visitors to search the entire site or give a global overview 
using a sitemap?

Create Sites can include extra functionality using modules, from day one or at 
a later stage. For the most common extra functions ‘standard’ modules are 
available. On request, custom modules can be built to satisfy your needs.

Create News
Ideal for posting regular news updates. The latest announcements are 
automatically shown on the homepage, keeping visitors up to date. News 
items are automatically added to an archive after a set period of time. 
Keeping it clear yet easily accessible. 
Create news with ease, Create News.

Create Calendar
Useful for a clear overview of important events, seminars, open days and 
courses. Events in the near future are automatically displayed on the 
homepage. Making sure visitors don’t miss any important dates. Past events 
are automatically placed in an archive. 
Create a calendar with ease. Create Calendar.

Create Search
Easily and quickly find something on your website? Enter single or multiple 
search terms and all the relevant pages shown in a clear overview. The more 
often a search term is present in a page, the higher its rank will be in the 
results overview. A mini-Google at your fingertips. 
Create search results with ease. Create Search.
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Create Sitemap
Want a clear overview of all the pages of your website on one page? This is 
done using a so-called ‘sitemap’. Visitors can immediately navigate to the 
desired page.  Also used by search engines, like Google, to index your site.
Create a clear website overview with ease. Create Sitemap.

Create Projects / Create Products
A picture says more than a 1000 words. Undoubtedly the case for projects 
and products. Hence create a portfolio with several photos per project or 
product. The pictures are automatically scaled and cropped. Add a short 
description if required. And all projects or products are easily sorted into 
categories. 
Create projects or products with ease. Create Projects. Create Products.

Create Documents
Make tens or even hundreds of documents well organised available? 
Documents can be shown hierarchically and therefore found again very 
fast. Visitors can quickly reach the documents they want to see or download. 
Manage documents simple by creating different folders. Of course you can 
upload multiple documents. 
Create an overview of documents with ease. Create Documents.

Create Restrictions
Protect pages and documents? Each individual or groups of visitors gets an 
username and password to log in. 
Create restrictions with ease. Create Restrictions.
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Why Create Sites?

Create Sites is easy, straightforward and can be used on your own. 

No rigorous training is necessary. Pages can be accessed at once and 
quickly modified. It takes little effort to keep a website up-to-date. 

So frees up more time to write and collect the right content for the website. 
Which naturally improves the quality of the website.

The advantages of Create Sites

More information?

Create Sites is designed and developed by Creational. For more information, 
frequently asked questions and a demonstration visit www.createsites.nl or 
sent a message to info@createsites.nl

Isaäk Hoornbeekstraat 60
2613 HJ Delft
The Netherlands
+31 (0)15 750 32 62

www.creational.nl

• Everybody can update any time, anywhere.

• User-friendly thanks to the clear, logical interface.

• The complete website always in a consitent format.

• Be found better in Google and other search engines.

• Multilingual website support.

• Add on modules, right away or later.

• Unlimited use by unlimited amount of users

• Quick to implement, up and running straight away
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